Application on SAP Cloud Platform
The main intension was to understand and explore the architecture of SAP cloud. The trial account was created on SCP
and it has two environments: Cloud Foundry and Neo Environment.
As to understand both the environments, I started to create and application on one of the environment and decided
to use SAP Build to design the prototype.
The prototype of Performance App for Students using SAP Build

Fig: shows the flow of control between each
module.
SAP Build lets to create prototype of the
Application and configure different pages
(modules) of application with pre-defined
set of tools, which makes easy to build the
flow of control of a prototype.

Fig: shows how each element in a module
can be designed using inbuilt tools.
SAP Build has an option to drag and drop
each element within the page. It also
provide functionalities such as connection
to other pages, create object for an
element and customization each element.

SAP Build is good to create prototype of an intended application, it provides functionalities such as flow of control
between each module, customization of each element in a module and also to create object for each element. SAP
Build has the feature to share the prototype with the team members and also has option to receive and update the
feedback from the team members.
Apart from these benefits, SAP Build is a service available to create prototype for an application. It doesn’t let us to
integrate the prototype with development environment. SAP build only provides the insight that what and how an
application should have and work.
With the insight how the project look like and what it contains, I started to use Node.js as programming language.
With having less knowledge about SAP Web IDE, I started to work on it but I faced some minor difficulties to cope up
with SAP Web IDE. For instance the loading, compiling and running caused more time than the development. With
these I switched to Visual Code Studio. I installed the necessary node packages required for the application except
database modules. All the configuration with front-end and business logic was made. Later there was a problem to
deploying the application on Cloud Foundry environment. The SAP developer’s blog and tutorials gave an insight to
use manifest.yaml file to deploy the application. It also had some issues to start an application on a specific server port
number. Later I installed CLI (Command Line Interface) to connect and push application into SAP Could Platform.
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The application was successfully deployed, started and was able to perform the specified functionalities. The CLI
commands are really helpful to connect to cloud foundry and perform all the actions including monitoring of
application logs.

Fig: Shows the
application failed
to start when it
was pushed to
cloud foundry.

Fig: Shows the
login page of
Performance App
for
Students
when it started in
cloud
foundry
environment.
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Use of Database to the application : Database is an essential part of an application. Database was too hard to create
at beginning in trial account. With less knowledge about SAP HANA I started to learn about it from SAP tutorials and
Developer’s blog. In SAP tutorials they had showed how to create SAP HANA service and make use of HANA cockpit to
create and manage the database schema and tables for the application. It is worth to mention that, those tutorials
were old and SAP HANA service was no longer available in Cloud Foundry environment. There was SAP HANA schemas
& HDI containers (trial) service to create service instances on SAP HANA databases and bind them to cloud applications.
Using this service one can create instance to database and that instance should be integrated to the application’s db
module.
Fig: Shows the HANA
service was removed
and SAP HANA schemas
& HDI containers (trial)
service is only available
to create instance for
database.
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Fig: Shows there is no
dashboard available to
create and manage
HANA database services
like table and schemas.

The only way was to create HANA service instance and bind the service instance to the application to use database
table. It is difficult to manage database using command line interface due to lack of dashboard availability. However
service instance provides sensitive information about database host, port number, driver, user and password. This will
help to use the database through CLI. I also tried to use database from other environment (i.e Neo environment) and
started to create database within this environment.

Fig: Shows the creation
of database in Neo
Environment.

The Neo environment lets to create database with the setting up some configuration and credentials. But however
there is no flexibility in maintain the database due to reason that the database will be stopped after 12 hours from the
time it started and has limited time to use database. Once database is created in neo environment it provides the
feature SAP HANA cockpit, SAP HANA Web-Based Development Workbench and educational tool - SAP HANA
Interactive Education (SHINE). The cockpit is not available in cloud foundry but it is available here in Neo environment.
The cockpit asks for credentials when using it. After that it displays SAP HANA Database Administration which is only
used to monitor services like table, memory, CPU and disks usage.
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Fig: Displays SAP HANA
Database
Administration.

The Administration does not contain SQL Console, as it was present earlier. It makes difficult to use database from
Neo environment and does not provide configuration details to integrate with application. So use of HANA database
from Neo environment is not as flexible as Cloud Foundry. Added to this when I tried to create new Database system
in Neo environment then it did not allow providing the reason as there is no quota for creation of Database system.

Fig: Shows the message
as there is not quota to
create Database system.

Conclusion: SCP trial account provides a good platform to build application and to use services to bind with application
but there are no flexible services available to run the applications now. Other than that SCP provides ease to maintain
applications.
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